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End User License Agreement

Thank you for purchasing our products! 

When you buy or download a product by Silence+Other Sounds, you expressly accept this 

agreement, the EULA . 

All the products provided by Silence+Other Sounds are licensed to the end user but NOT sold. 

Silence+Other Sounds entirely keeps the ownership of the products. 

When you buy or download a product from Silence+Other Sounds, you have access to a perpetual, 

non trasferable, non-exclusive, worldwide license for synchronization rights. 

All the sounds provided by Silence+Other Sounds are ROYALTY FREE, which enables the user to use 

the sounds in music compositions (songs, albums, music for advertisement, jingles, library music, 

live performances), integrate them in film post- production or use them as audio assets for game 

development. 

You are legally prohibited to distribute, duplicate, lend, rent or sell your copy in whole or in part or 

upload it on any web-based storages. This agreement forbids the end user to use the sounds 

provided by Silence+Other Sounds to make content for a sample library or another kind of sample- 

based product (e.g. sample collections, toolkits, etc.). This license forbids the end user to re- 

distribute the products provided by Silence+Other Sounds through any means, including but not 

limited to, re-selling, trading and sharing. 

This License forbids the use of the one-shot SFX samples to create trailer toolkits releases. To 

discover more about purchasing a Composer License, please contact us at 

giuseppe@silenceandothersounds.com 

Unless explicitly specified, the sounds provided by Silence+Other Sounds are prohibited to be used 

for software UI interfaces, cell phone rings and generally in a context where the sound is used in a 

non timed relation. 

Silence+Other Sounds audio files are licensed ‘as is’ without warranties of any kind. 
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Written by Giuseppe Caiazzo, March 17th 2021
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1. INTRODUCTION

MALEVENTUM 2 : Arcane flutes & whistles

Maleventum  2 is a Kontakt library inspired by  ethnic flutes  from ancient native
American pre-Hispanic  cultures. Following the popularly acclaimed Maleventum 1
based on Viking war horns, we’ve collaborated with Nomada Ceramica, a collective
of  musicians and instrument makers committed to  faithfully  reproduce  flutes  ,
whistles and horns made with clay, bringing back sounds from the  Aztec , Maya
and Incas civilizations of over 3000 years ago.

We’ve recorded a staggering amount of original Aztec flutes  and whistles, double
flutes,  war horns (known as ‘Trompeta Moche’, a tiger-headed instrument with a
peculiar  sound),  rare  panflutes  (Antara  Nazca),  death  whistles  and  statuettes
(Estatuillas), didgeridoos, Tlapitzali ( a typical Andine instrument) and a one of a
kind whistle called Vasija Silbadora (‘Whispering Vessel’), which uses an hydraulic
system made of two vessels to create an eerie, evocative, creature-esque call .  All
these instruments are literally  unique pieces based on the archeological  finds in
Quimivil , a region in Argentina which hosts one of the most significant sites of the
old Incas civilization.

The  collection  also  includes  samples  from  Kaval,  a  shepherd  flute  typical  of
Romania and Turkey, with an unique sounds that fits the epic genre very well.

The result of this massive work of sampling is a collection of flute phrases,  animal-
esque wailings, dissonant trills,  hi  pitched screams, hunt calls,  playable legato
instruments, textures and pads and much more.

Each sound and instrument contained in Maleventum 2 instantly evokes scenes of
forgotten   ages,  aboriginal  armies  and  warriors,  arcane  shamanic  rituals,  epic
battles,  uncontaminated landscapes,   and  legendary spirits evoked by mystical
cults.

Maleventum 2 is for TV, film and game composers and sound designers looking for
unique, carefully crafted sounds to enrich their compositions. It fits particularly well
the epic genre, with specific regard to fantasy and dark age movies. It will be a very
useful tool to provide plenty of inspiration for  horror and thriller composers  as to
producers of dark electronic music and ambient. 
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Maleventum 2 is NOT just an expansion of Maleventum 1. It’s a brand new library
based  on  totally  different  sounds  and  instruments, which  can  be  used
independently  from  Maleventum  1. Please  have  a  look  at  the  video
demonstrations.

PHRASES, SOUND FX, LEGATO INSTRUMENTS

Maleventum  2 features 20 instruments:  they’re organised in 2 different Kontakt
instruments with different look and functionalities.

-  16 MPE compatible Kontakt instruments based on  flute phrases and one-shot
SFX,  which allow you to turn any sound in a playable pad or texture. There are
over 250  snapshots  and  85 MPE  Multis,   where  you  can  combine  the  phrases
samples with pads and textures.  If you own a  Roli Seaboard,  Maleventum  2 has
been scripted to create  evolving,  rich hybrid  phrases and  pads  by blending the
layers and simultaneously controlling a vast amount of parameters at your fingertips.
Maleventum  2 can be also used in standard MIDI and it’s compatible with any
MIDI controller.

The 16 phrases and sfx instruments include ethereal cinematic flute phrases, Aztec
panflutes  and  whistles,  aboriginal  hunt  calls,  spiritual  flute  phrases,  flute
screams  and  dissonant  stabs,  death  whistles  and  didgeridoo  droning
backgrounds.  By using the  looping function (independent for each sample) you
can turn any phrases of SFX in an evocative  playable instrument  by looping the
tonal regions within each phrase.

- 4 playable legato instruments of Antara Nazca (PanFlute), Flauta Globular (Shell
Flute),  Tlapitzali  (Incas  Flute)  and  Kaval  (Romanian/Turkish  overtone  flute),
including a legato ornament functionality (for Tplapitzali Flute and Kaval flute), an
additional  layer  of  playable  textures  and  a  playable  set  of  background  droning
sounds.

LIST OF THE KONTAKT INSTRUMENTS IN MALEVENTUM 2 

01 – Designed Phrases – Flute of the Mountain

02 - Designed Phrases – Forest Ritual Flute 

03 – Designed Phrases – Wailings

04 - Designed Phrases – Spiritual Flute

05 – Designed SFX – Screams & Creatures
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06 – Designed SFX – Screams & Creatures

07 – Designed SFX – Horns & Didgeridoos

08 – Original Phrases – Kaval

09 – Original Phrases – Tlapitzali Flute

10 - Original Phrases – Skull Whistle

11 – Original Phrases – Flauta Globular

12– Original Phrases – Estatuilla Whistle

13 – Original SFX – Death Whistle

14 – Original SFX - Didgeridoos

15 – Original SFX– Aztec Trumpets

16 – Original SFX – Whispering Vessel

17 – Legato Instruments – Tlapitzali Flute

18 – Legato Instruments – Antara Nazca Panflute

19 – Legato Instruments – Flauta Globular

20 – Legato Instruments – Kaval Overtone Flute
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2. MALEVENTUM 2 - PHRASES & SFX INSTRUMENTS

Main Screen

   
The 16 Phrases & SFX instrument in Maleventum 2 is a versatile, MPE compatible
playable instrument, which can also be used in standard MIDI and played on any
controller. It’s both useful to manipulate pre-made flute phrases in a variety of ways
(down pitch, global tuning, loop, sample start offset) as to ‘melt’ them in playable
keys and pads. 
The instrument features two layers of sound: phrases/SFX and textures.
The phrases/SFX are displayed in the big waveform located in the middle of the GUI,
each individual phrases sample is mapped on its own key on the virtual keyboard.
A second layer of texture can be added (‘Texture On’ switch)and played in unison
with  the  phrases,  with  a  vast  choice  of  different  tonal  textures  from  the
corresponding menu. Phrases/SFX and textures can be combined in a variety of ways
and controlled independently.
 The rationale behind this instrument is to both provide production-ready phrases as
the option to turn them into evolving playable instruments. By using the MIDI map
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buttons, it’s possible to get creative in assigning the parameters to you controller
(MPE or not) and obtaining an evolving, seamless performance. 
For example, you might control the sample start and the loop area of the phrases
during the performance, obtaining continuous small changes of the samples and
avoiding  the  ‘static’  feeling  that  might  result  from  playing  the  same  sound
chromatically. Also , combining the phrases with the textures you can further enrich
and diversify the final sound.

Controls of Phrases and SFX samples

Each individual phrases sample in the instrument can be individually manipulated
by setting the controls described below independently for each sample.

-  PITCH  controls  the  tuning  of  the  selected  sample  in  the  range  -36  to  +36
semitones.

- VOL controls the volume of the selected sample.

-LOOP allows to select any region within the selected phrase sample and play it
indefinitely, to create a long sustained tonal sound. When LOOP is activated, a loop-
start and loop-end handle appear (respectively in green and red) and can be moved
along the waveform. The instrument stores the state of the loop button (on or off)
and the position of  the loop-start  and loop-end handles independently  for  each
sample.

As  the  phrases  samples  are  mostly  non-rhythmic,  all  the  loops  have  been
programmed to have a generous crossfade between the loop start and end, in
order to avoid unpleasant clicking noises when trying to create sustained tones.

- EXTEND , as the name suggests, extends the sample range of the selected phrase
sample to an interval ranging from  C0 to B3. When activated, the virtual keyboard
changes color (from  blue to  violet),  all  the other samples are turned off and the
selected  on  is  extended  on  the  keyboard  in  the  aforementioned  range.  This
functionality, especially when used in conjunction with LOOP,  is particularly useful
to create playable instruments based on a single sample.
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Besides the individually adjustable controls, the instrument also features a  Global
Tuning utility, described below.

-GLOBAL  TUNING  (top  right  of  the  GUI) simultaneously  tunes  ALL  the  phrases
samples to the same root key. When activated, a different Pitch knob replaces the
previous one and allows to set  all the samples at once to the same root key; just set
the knob to one of the 12 root-keys (ranging from C to B) to tune all the samples to a
value of your choice. 
Moreover, when in Global Tuning mode, an Octave Shifter slider appears to the right
of the Global Tuning knob: this allows you to shift the tuning of -1 up to +1 octaves
from the root key you’ve set. 
When Global Tuning is turned off, the pitch of each sample is restored back to its
previous value.

C  ontrol of Textures layer  

The top-left of the GUI hosts the controls of the texture layer. The texture samples are
not displayed in the central waveform; they can be turned on and off by using the
corresponding  TEXTURE  ON switch,  and  selected  from  a  choice  of  67  different
textural layers from the corresponding menu.

- TEXTURE ON turns on/off the layer texture

- VOL (at the right of TEXTURE ON) controls the volume of the selected textural layer

- Select Textures is a menu featuring the list of  the 67 selectable textural layers

- OCT SHIFT shifts the current texture layer of -1 up to +1 octaves
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Edit Screen

The Edit screen features Volume Envelope (Attack and Release), Low Pass Filter, High
Pass  Filter,  Resonance,  LFO rate,  LFO amount  and LFO shape,  which can be  set
independently  for  the  phrases  samples  and  the  textural  layer.  The  controls
corresponding  to  phrases  are  on  the  left  side  (colored  in  yellow)  and  those
corresponding to textures are on the right side (colored in white).

More specifically, the phrase controls of Volume Envelope, Filters and LFO can be set
individually for each phrase sample on the keyboard. For some presets, if you stay on
this  screen  and  play  different  samples  along  the  keyboard,  you’ll  see  these
parameters changing according to the sample played (unless they’re set equal for all
the samples). 

For  the textures,  Volume Enveloper,  Filters  and LFO controls  affect  the currently
selected textural layer (from the Select Texture menu on the Main screen).
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Mapping Screen

Both  phrases  and  textures  can  be  individually  controlled  and  most  of  the
parameters of the GUI can be easily mapped to a MIDI controller from the Mapping
screen. Mapping can be performed here for both MPE as standard MIDI controllers
by using the MIDI assignment triangular buttons (more details in section 2.2). 

Here’s a list of the sound shaping parameters that can be independently mapped
for all the layers in Maleventum 2: 

- Volume
- Low Pass /High Pass Filter (either one OR the other, by using a switch in the LPF-  
HPF mapping screen)

- Sample Start of the phrases samples

- Loop Length of the phrases samples
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FX Screen

The  FX  screen features  a  Convolution Reverb  with  several  experimental  impulse
responses (IRs) to further sculpt and color the sounds. Very briefly, convolution is a
sophisticated mathematical process that allows you to filter a sound within another
one. It's very frequently used to carefully reproduce the acoustic reverberation of real
environments (rooms, halls etc) or even hardware reverb units (spring reverbs, digital
reverbs etc). However, by experimenting with the choice of the audio files used as
IRs it is possible to get creative with sound design and produce unusual effects. 
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2.1. Introduction to MPE 

MPE is the acronym of MIDI Polyphonic Expression. It is a specific MIDI technology 
which enables multidimensional instruments (for example Roli Seaboard or Haken 
Continuum) to independently control multiple sound shaping parameters (note 
bending, filters, effects etc) for each individual note when using MPE compatible 
software (virtual synths, Kontakt multis etc). 

Such parameters can be controlled per note. This means that if you play a chord on 
an MPE keyboard, an MPE-compatible virtual synth/instrument allows you to 
independently set different values of pitch bending or low pass filter for each one of 
the notes in the chord. 

In MIDI standard, the low pass filter would indistinctly affect ALL the notes, without 
making any sort of distinction among them. Simply put, MPE is note-specific, 
standard MIDI is not. Hence, the definition of ‘multi-polyphonic’.
More specifically, multi-polyphony is defined as the number of notes having 
independent control of the parameters (filters, effects etc) simultaneously. A multi-
polyphony equal to 5 means that a given parameter can be independently set on 5 
notes at once. 

The freedom to control parameters at note level makes MPE particularly suitable for 
expressive, evolving performances. Such controllable parameters and the way they 
can be mapped on an MPE controller entirely depend on the virtual instrument 
used. 

In order to use MPE you need: 

- an MPE controller
- an MPE compatible virtual instrument
- an MPE compatible DAW, if you want to record MIDI or or audio of your 
performance.
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Here’s a list of fully MPE compatible DAWs: 

Bitwig 8-Track & Studio 

Cakewalk 

GarageBand
Logic Pro X

MainStage
Open Labs Stagelight 

Ableton Live 11

Reaper 

Steinberg Cubase 

Tracktion Waveform

zenAud.io ALK 

Other DAWs, although not being fully MPE-compatible, can be still  be used with
MPE software with a specific track configuration (please see section 2.6 ). Here’s a
list: 

Ableton Live 10 and previous

Digital Performer

Pro Tools
Studio One 

2.2 Kontakt and MPE 

MPE is supported in Kontakt by using Multis. 

Maleventum 2 offers a wide collection of MPE Multis (85):  if  you use a fully MPE
compatible DAW, all you need to start enjoying Maleventum 2 with MPE is just open
one of the multis and start playing. You won’t be able to use MPE with a single .nki
instrument alone. Details about setting your MPE controller for Kontakt and saving
your own MPE multis are described in section 2.3 and 2.4. 

MIDI Mapping in Maleventum   2   – Roli Seaboard Rise   

In Maleventum  2 you can easily  MIDI  map Volume,  Low /  High  Pass Filter  (both
phrases and textures), Phrases Sample Start and Phrases Loop Length (only phrases)
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by using the  triangle-shaped  MIDI  assignment  buttons  in  the  Mapping screen.
Here you can browse the parameters you want to map by using the buttons column
on the right end of the panel, and independently assign Volume, filters ,sample start
and loop length to a MIDI channel of your choice. 

Although mappable on any MPE and non-MPE MIDI controller, the Mapping screen
of Maleventum has been designed with specific reference to the controls available
on the Roli Seaboard Rise. The following table illustrates MIDI assignment buttons
and their corresponding physical controls on the the Roli Seaboard Rise. 
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NOTE Some graphics displayed in this and following sections are from Maleventum
1, because the way MIDI mapping works in Maleventum 2 is the same.

NOTE The sample start and loop length mapping pages only feature ONE pair of
triangles per MIDI assignable channel. This is because sample start and loop length
can only be assigned to phrases and not to textures.

MIDI assignment buttons allow to map a given parameter both in down-top as top-
down direction: for example, if you want to assign the volume of a phrases samples
(both if  EXTEND is  activated or not) to the Slide on your Seaboard Rise,  you can
either have the volume increasing by sliding your finger from down to top or vice-
versa; in the first case, you will choose the MIDI assignment button with the yellow
triangle with the side up, otherwise the one with the side down. Yellow and white
correspond to phrases and textures respectively. 

You can easily re-map the parameters with one click: in the example above, if you
want to re-assign the volume of  the phrases to the XY Pad on your Seaboard Rise
(left to right direction), just click the  yellow triangle with the side facing right (CC
113). 

The controls on the Seaboard Rise are mapped by default to the MIDI CCs reported
in  the  table  above,  therefore  the  corresponding  MIDI  assignment  buttons  in
Maleventum 2 are assigned by default to the same MIDI CCs. 

NOTE If  you  want  to  change  the  default  MIDI  CCs  from  the  Roli  Dashboard
application,  make  sure  you  make  the  same  changes  in  the  Mapping  screen  of
Maleventum 2, by manually typing the numeric value of the MIDI channel in the
boxes above the MIDI assignment button. 
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TIP Assign  the  volume  of  the  phrases  and  textures  to  Slide  form  the  MIDI
assignment buttons (CC74). Assign one in down-top direction and the other in top-
down. This sets a volume crossfade along the vertical direction of the Seaboard Rise
keyboard to create interesting hybrid tones and ever-evolving patches

TIP Assign the Sample Start and Loop Length of the phrases to the vertical sliders of
the Roli Seaboard (CC107, or CC109, or CC111). By continually changing the sample
start and the loop length when a sample is in EXTEND mode, you can create a more
dynamic patch and reduce the ‘static’  feeling that  might  result  when the same
sample is played chromatically along a key range. 

2.3 Setting your Seaboard Rise to work with MPE in Kontakt 

In  order  to  make  sure  that  your  Seaboard  Rise  responds  properly  to  the  MIDI
assignments  in  Maleventum  2  when  working  in  MPE,  please  make  sure  of  the
following: 

- MIDI Channels respectively in Roli Dashboard and MIDI assignment buttons in 
Maleventum are matched (same numerical value)
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- In Roli Dashboard, Channel Mode is set to MULTI
- In Roli Dashboard, MPE is set to OFF

 

You  can  adjust  the  slope  of  Glide,  Slide  and  Press  from  the  Roli  Dashboard.
Maleventum 2 is not responsive to Strike and Lift. 

2.4 Saving your own Kontakt MPE Multis 

You can create and save your custom MPE Multis with your own combination of 
sounds from the 4 layers, effects and MIDI mapping. However, in order to save an 
MPE Multi you need to start from a single instrument in standard MIDI mode. Please
follow the steps below: 

- Open the Maleventum 2 .nki single instrument from the folder MALEVENTUM 
2/Instruments/MPE Multis 

- If you use a Roli Seaboard Rise, please open the Roli Dashboard and set Channel 
Mode to SINGLE. This will -set the Seaboard Rise to a standard MIDI controller. 
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- In Maleventum 2, create a patch of your choice and SAVE it under a new name.
Make sure to not overwrite the original .nki file. 

- Load several more of the same .nki instrument with the Maleventum 2 patch you 
just saved, within the same Kontakt instance. 

- Set each of these instruments to its own unique MIDI input channel. First should 
be 1, second 2 etc. The number of instruments you use determines the polyphony of 
your patch. 

 
- Save the Multi you just created in the MPE Multis folder in Maleventum 2. - Return
to Roli Dashboard, set Channel Mode to Multi. 

- In Roli Dashboard, sets the MIDI range (or MIDI end) to the number of instruments 
contained in your Kontakt multi. 

- Done!
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Here’s how your MPE Multis should look like:

  

2.5 Using Maleventum 2 with other controllers (standard MIDI) 

Maleventum 2 doesn’t necessarily requires an MPE controller, it can be played as a
standard Kontakt library on a standard MIDI controller. When using Maleventum 2 in
standard MIDI you don’t need to use Multis. Just open one of the 16 Phrases&SFX
.nki  instruments from the MALEVENTUM/Instruments  folder ,  enjoy  the over  290
snapshots or patch your own presets. 

Standard MIDI Mapping in Maleventum 

You can use the MIDI assignment buttons also if you don’t own a Seaboard Rise or
an MPE controller. In this case, all you need to do is to manually change the MIDI CC
of the MIDI assignment buttons in order to make it match with the MIDI Channel of
the physical control you want to use. 
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For example, if you want the Slide MIDI assignment to correspond to a knob/slider
on your physical controller,  just change the MIDI CC of the assignment button to
match the one corresponding to the knob/slider you want to use. For example, if the
knob on your controller is on MIDI CC 22, you need to manually enter 22 on the MIDI
assignment button you want to correspond. 

If  you don’t  know which  MIDI  CC corresponds to  the  knobs  and  faders  of  your
controller, please consult the original manual or website of the manufacturer. 

When mapping the parameters in Maleventum 2 on a standard controller, you can
still use the MIDI assignment buttons in the Mapping screen. However, you need to
make sure to match the MIDI channels displayed on the MIDI assignment buttons to
the ones corresponding to your controller. 

2.6 Setting a non-fully MPE compatible DAW to work with MPE 

If you use a non-fully MPE compatible DAW among the ones listed in section 2.1, you 
can still configure them to make Maleventum 2 MPE responsive. Please consult the 
documentation of your DAW.

2.7 Loading Snapshots in Maleventum 

In order to install the snapshots in Maleventum 2 on your computer, please proceed
as follows. 

- COPY the Maleventum 2 Snapshots Folder: Instruments/Resources/Maleventum II
SNAPSHOTS

- PASTE the folder to the following directory: 

Mac OS Snapshots Folder: 

System Drive/Users/<your username>/Documents/Native 
Instruments/UserContent/Kontakt/ 

PC Snapshots Folder: 

C:\Users\<your username>\Documents\Native Instruments\User Content\Kontakt\ 
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Once you have pasted the Maleventum 2 Snapshots folder to Kontakt folder on your
computer,  you  will  be  able  to  access  and  browse  the  snapshots  from  the
Maleventum 2 GUI in Kontakt 

!!IT  STILL  DOESN’T  WORK!!! No  problem  !  Some  users  (especially  on  Windows)
experience problem when trying to load snapshots from third party developers. In
such  case,  please  have  a  look  at  this  quick  tutorial  that  will  sort  the  problem
permanently → HERE
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3. MALEVENTUM 2 - LEGATO INSTRUMENTS

Maleventum 2 features 4 playable legato instruments, 3 of which based on original
Native American flutes and whistles and another one on Kaval,  an overtone flute
peculiar of the shepherd tradition of Romania, Moldavia and Turkey. They are meant
as realistic ‘translations’ of these unique and rare instruments in the digital domain,
with the attempt to capture some peculiarities that particularly fit the cinematic
genre. 

These instruments are  not MPE compatible,  but you can use the MIDI  mapping
learning function to map the available controls.
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Here’s a list of the legato instruments in Maleventum 2:

17 – Legato Instruments – Tlapitzali Flute

18 – Legato Instruments – Antara Nazca Panflute

19 – Legato Instruments – Flauta Globular

20 – Legato Instruments – Kaval Overtone Flute

NOTE These instruments are not 100% ‘true legato’. In the sound libraries jargon, a
true  legato instrument  consists  in  sampling  the  sustained  tones  of  the  real
instrument plus  each possible  legato transition from one note to the other.  This
methodology, which particularly suits some sounds (like voice and strings), aims to
recreate the performance in the most realistic way possible. However, for other kind
of instruments is  possible to sample only a part of said transitions and still  have
realistic  and convincing results.  The instruments  in  Maleventum 2 fall  under  the
umbrella of a more generic legato, without compromising the realism and the ‘flow’
when you play legato phrases.

Like for the phrases & SFX instruments, all  of the legato instruments listed above
feature a second textural layer that can be added to the main one and controlled
independently.  Moreover,  they  feature  a  third  layer  of  droning  sounds  (mostly
obtained from horns and didgeridoos), which are mapped on a separate range and
highlighted in violet on the Kontakt virtual keyboard. These are meant as a droning
bed to play flute phrases on the top.  The keys corresponding to the actual flute
samples are colored in orange. 

The parameters featured on the GUI of the legato instruments are  described in the
sub-sections below.
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Legato Flutes controls

- MONO-LEGATO activates legato for the flute samples. When turned off, the same
sounds can be played polyphonically (for example you can play chords).

- When  ORNAMENTS is on, you can hear slight ornament variations when playing
legato phrases. This functionality is meant to confer further realism to the phrases
and can be also turned on/off by using the green key on the virtual keyboard.  It
won’t produce any effect when only individual sustained notes are played, it only
affects the legato transitions. As each of the 4 instruments is mapped on a different
region,  the  ornaments  green  key  is  located  differently  on  each  instrument.  This
functionality is only available for Tlapitzali and Kaval.

Texture controls

-  TEXTURE ON switch  on/off  the  additional  textural  layer  that  can  be  played  in
unison with the legato flutes .

- OCT SHIFT , as the name suggests, shifts the octave of the current texture of -1 to +1
semitones.

- Texture Select is a menu that features the available texture samples

- VOL controls the volume of the currently selected textural layer

- ATT, REL respectively control the volume envelope attach and release of the texture
sample.

-  LPF,  HPF respectively  control  the  low pass  and  high  pass  filter  of  the  texture
sample.
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Drones controls

- DRONE ON switch on/off the drone layer mapped on the violet keys

- OCT SHIFT , as the name suggests, shifts the octave of the current drone layer of -1
to +1 semitones.

- Drone Select is a menu that features the available drone samples.

- VOL controls the volume of the currently selected drone layer

Reverb FX

The legato instruments feature a similar convolution module seen in the Phrases &
SFX instruments.  Here it’s  possible to select the IR samples from the menu (the
same IRs are available) and control the amount of wet/dry.
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3.1 Description of the individual legato instruments

In the following sections, we’re going to describe the original sampled instruments a
bit more in detail, in order to explain the rationale behind their equivalent sampled
version in the Kontakt instruments. It’s also a nice opportunity to learn more about
these unusual  instruments,  their  historical  origin and why they’re so unique and
special.

As a general introduction, expect these instruments to sound  raw and primal.  As
the saga of Maleventum aims to recreate a very specific idea of epic ancestral sound,
we’ve  decided  to  stay  faithful  to  the  acoustic  and  historical  nature  of  these
instruments ad avoid to ‘sugar-coat’ them too much, so to speak. In other words, our
choice is to stay away from the delicate, slender sound that frequently identifies the
flute in the Western cultures and put  emphasis on a more evocative, ancient and
visceral character . That’s why the tone of this instruments is not nice and clean, it
has  a  lot  of  nuances  and  subtle  variations  like  vibrato,  delicate  bending  and
breathings.  They  sound  human  and  authentic  to  the  real  deal  .  We  suggest  to
embrace all of these nuances and assume this approach when writing music with
Maleventum 2. 

Also,  these  instruments  have  been  recorded  and  scripted  with  a  ‘slow  legato’
approach. They might still give you interesting results when playing fast, articulate,
jazzy-style phrases, but we believe that they give their best with a more minimalistic
approach. Think of a Native American shaman evoking a ritual in front of a bonfire. A
bird-eye scene capturing the vastness of Amazonia. Well, now you get what these
instruments are supposed to sound.

As mentioned before, these instruments also allow to add a further layer of organic
tonal  textures,  which  have  been  obtained  with  a  number  of  sound  design
techniques applied to the original sounds. This can open interesting possibilities of
sculpting the sound in a variety of ways, experimenting interesting blends, and more
generally adding a more modern character to these instruments. 

NOTE The textural layers are always polyphonic, regardless of the state of  MONO-
LEGATO, which only affects the original flute samples. If it’s on, it can be interesting
to play  legato phrases without releasing the keys  ,  so  that the textures  create a
background chord.
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Tlapitzali

Among the legato instruments featured in Maleventum 2, the Tlapitzali (also known
as  Lapitzali)  is the one that probably better incarnates a sort of Native American
signature sound. Whenever you want to recreate an ancestral atmosphere setting in
the pre-Hispanic America, or score a nature documentary, we think that this is the
sound to go. Its origins date back to the Aztec culture; archaeological finds of clay,
wooden and bone Tlapitzali have been discovered in several sites among Southern
America. Our friends Nomada Ceramica built one in clay which is an impeccable
reproduction of the original ones dating back to 3000 years ago, which is actually
the one sampled for this Kontakt instrument.

The  extension  of  the  original  instrument  is  limited  to  one  octave  and  half.  By
experimenting  with the samples, we’ve extended the range a bit more , up to two
octaves,  without deteriorating the quality  of the original  sounds,  in order to give
more flexibility when composing. 

In the low register, this instrument might resemble a clarinet, whereas it assumes its
more peculiar character in the mid and high register. 

The instrument features 4 round robins and 2 velocity levels of the sustained tones.
The higher dynamic level consists in a short staccato, whereas the other one in long
sustained tones with subtle variations like vibrato, very transparent bending etc. 
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TIP Try staying in the mid / high register by turning on/off the ORNAMENTS switch.
This will confer more realism and authenticity to your phrases

Antara Nazca

Antara Nazca is an Andine panflute. It’s typical of some regions of Peru and Bolivia,
countless versions of it  can be found in the local communities of such areas.  It’s
characterized by a soaring, mystical, vaporous sound. It reminds a sort of musical
extension of the human breath; among the legato instruments it’s probably the one
that better embodies a feeling of humanity and authenticity.

 The one we’ve sampled  is once again a clay handwork by Nomada Ceramica.
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Originally, the instrument is based on a diatonic scale, in our Kontakt instrument it’s
range is F3 – G#5.

Due to the original architecture of the instrument, its sampled version in Kontakt
doesn’t feature a legato ornaments functionality (as seen for the Tlapitzali and Kaval
in the following sections).  A number of  ornaments like glissando and breathings
have been separately sampled and mapped on the  green keys C3, D3, D#3 and E3. 

TIP Try  to  interpose  this  samples  before  a  sustained  note  or  between  a  legato
phrase.

The instrument features 4 round robins and 2 velocity levels of the sustained tones.
The higher dynamic level consists in a short staccato, whereas the other one in long
sustained tones with subtle variations like vibrato, very transparent bending etc. 

Flauta Globular

The Flauta Globular (‘ Circle-Shaped Flute’,  also known as Shell Flute) is a clay flute
typical of the ancient cultures of Ecuador. It’s estimated to date back to 500 BC. It
features  5 holes,  four  of  which in  the  body and the remaining one close to the
mouthpiece

The original instrument is limited to a small number of notes : A, C, D, E and F.  By
slowly uncovering the holes with the fingers, it’s possible to perform glissandos of
one semitone. 

The Flauta Globular is characterized by a round , howling sound with an interesting
depth in the low register. It reminds the dark sound of a wailing creature. Given the
limited range of the original instrument, we’ve extended it to a range equal to C3-
C6. By experimenting with the sounds, we’ve found that high-pitching some of the
low notes produces an interesting vocal-resembling tone, here’s why the extension
of the Kontakt instrument is significantly higher than the original one. It still keeps
the evocative and mystic peculiarity of the real instrument.
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The instrument features 4 round robins and 1 velocity levels of the sustained tones.

TIP Just play the theme of ‘The Good, the Bad, The Ugly’. It sounds amazing.

Kaval

Among the playable legato instruments featured in Maleventum 2, Kaval is the only
one not belonging to the native American cultures and not handcrafted by Nomada
Ceramica. Kaval is  a wooden flute typical of  the shepherds tradition of Romania,
Turkey and Moldavia, it can produce overtones which strongly characterize its sonic
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identity. The one sampled for this instrument has been crafted by German luthier
Max Brumberg.

 

In particular, this model features an extensible joint to shift the tonality of the flute
from A to G. 

Kaval is a fantastic instrument. Its sound is poignant and bombastic at the same
time,  able  to  produce  a  very  large  variety  of  sounds,  from  soft  and  round  to
aggressive and ‘overtone-screaming’ (especially in the attack, when the air is blown
abruptly with a ‘T’ sounding breath burst).

As the produced note depends on the intensity of the air, you will notice that it’s
very quiet in the low register and very loud and ‘screamy’ in the high one.

It  also  has  another  unique  peculiarity:  the  timbre  dramatically  changes  when
moving from the low notes G3 – E4 to the higher ones G4 and above. The reason is
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explained by the playing technique: in the low register, the lips cover half  of the
head piece hole. When the air exits this hole, it puts the low lips in a slight vibration
motion that produces an iconically balkan kind of sound. In order to produce notes
in the high register, the lips need to assume a more closed configuration, hence the
change of the timbre. 

This is very important when playing legato transitions: such change of timbre when
going from low to high register (and vice versa) during legato might sound a bit
abrupt. We have sampled the instrument trying to minimize this effect, however the
nature of the instrument itself sets a limitation in this regard. Actually, if one listens
to  a  true  Kaval  player,  he/she  will  mostly  stay  in  one  register  with  occasional
excursions in the other,  often embellished with ornaments in order to make the
transition smooth and ear-pleasant. 

The Kaval Kontakt instrument features 8 round robins for the sustained tones and 2
round  robins for  the  legato  transitions.  As  explained,  the  dynamic  level  of  the
instrument determines the note, that’s why only one velocity layer per round robin
has been sampled.

TIP Try staying in the low register by turning on/off the ORNAMENTS switch. This will
confer more realism and authenticity to your phrases.
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4. OTHER INSTRUMENTS WE HAVE SAMPLED

Here we present a gallery of other instruments we’ve sampled for the Phrases & SFX
instruments, with a brief description for some of them.

Vasija Silbadora (Whispering Vessel)
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If we can pinpoint a reason why we’ve committed to make Maleventum 2, it is this
instrument: Vasija Silbadora (Whispering Vessel). 

This instrument is literally one of a kind. It shows how advanced the pre-Hispanic
cultures were in the way they engineered their instruments. The Vasija Silbadora is
made of two or three communicating vessels, with one of them featuring a whistle
on the top. When water is decanted from one vessel to the other , it pressurizes the
air against the top whistle, producing a fantastic, eerie, creature-esque whistle. The
presence of droplet-sounding nuances in the background gives its final signature to
this wonderful and once again unique instrument. Due to its nature, it wouldn’t have
made sense to build a legato instrument of the Vasija, as it’s more likely considerable
as a sound effects instrument. You can find it both in the designed phrases as in the
original phrases Kontakt instruments, where you’ve plenty of room to experiment
with manipulating the sound (extending it, looping it, playing with convolutions etc).
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Estatuillas and Ehekalt (Statuettes)
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Flauta Doble (Double Flute)
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Death Whistle, Tiger Whistle, Skull Whistle
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Skull whistle is made by Blue Bear Flutes.
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Didgeridoos and Trumpets (Trompeta Moche)
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5. ….AAAAAND A LAST ONE

If  you’re  reading  this  section,  it’s  probably  because  you’ve  committed  to  an
immense,  herculean task that scares most people these days:  reading a manual.
Thank you so much for this. We’re absolutely flattered.

As I’ve somehow managed to grab your attention until this point, let me write a few
words  that  normally  don’t  find  much  space  in  the  forgotten  world  of  technical
manuals. Well this one is not strictly technical, as you’ve probably seen.

First and foremost, thank you for being a part of the Maleventum journey. It started
last year (2020)  as a vague idea of making something based on instruments that
aren’t normally the first weapon of choice for film composers, and it ended up in a
continuous  journey  in  a  world  of  forgotten instruments  from the  most  different
areas across the world. And it’s not just about the instruments, it’s the culture, the
history and the roots that truly make them what they are. For some people, a sound
library is only a tool that comes with a bunch of hopefully good sounds; at the end
of the day,  a  purely  commercial  product  tailored for  a  target audience.  I  beg to
differ: Maleventum is giving me and you the possibility to discover, to learn, to meet
and to open our mind. What I’m learning is that sound, above everything else, is the
primal communicational way that allows a culture to express its identity in a specific
historical  frame.  There’s  nothing else  more straightforward and deeply  rooted in
who our ancestors were than sound. And Maleventum aims exactly to that, creating
a bond between the past and the modern world.

Btw, why ‘Maleventum’ ?

There you go: In 275 BC, the Greek and Roman armies faced each other in a bloody
battle  for the control of the Southern Italian regions;  the Romans,  led by consul
Marius  Curius  Dentatus  defeated  the  Greek  troops  of  king  of  Epirus  Phyrrus,
changing the course of history forever. The battle happened in a place at the time
called Maleventum. 

In ancient Latin, the word “Maleventum” means “ill  omen”, so the Romans ,  after
conquering  the  area,  changed  it  in  “Beneventum”,  meaning  “positive  outcome”.
Today, the place is known as the city of Benevento, in Campania, Southern Italy.
So, you might wonder what  Mediterranean cultures have to do with Vikings, Aztecs
or whatsoever. Well, first of all I liked the name, “ventum” means “wind” in ancient
Latin,  so  I  thought  this  recalled  the  wind  instruments  included  in  the  library.
However,  during the research I’ve  been doing in the nordic horn instruments  of
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Maleventum 1,  I  realised that  many of  those incredibly  resemble others  that  are
typical of the pastoral tradition of Southern Italy, especially of Campania, Lazio and
Molise. 
For example, the “zampogna” (which I’ve sampled) is similar to the Scottish bagpipe,
the “ciaramella”  (that I’ve sampled as well)  is  almost the same instrument of the
Breton bombard, and incredibly similar to the Dudouk from the middle East. Until
few years ago, during the Christmas period, here in Naples you could hear the so
called “zampognari”, shepherds coming from the country and mountain side of the
aforementioned Italian regions, playing the zampogna and ciaramella in the streets,
at very early morning hours. It’s the so called “buona novella”, a sort of auspicius to
celebrate the birth of Jesus Christ.
A very likely reason for such similarities is that pastors migrated a lot in the centuries.
They  travelled  across  Europe  and  middle-East,  spreading  their  musical  tradition,
which took different shapes and connotations according to the place where they
settled. Think about it:  a Zampogna molisana might be used to score a scene of
something like King Arthur, the result could completely overcome the geographical
and historical inconsistency between the setting of the movie and the actual origin
of the instruments used for that scene.
It’s  not  possible  to  perfectly  track  the  routes  of  the  migrant  shepherds  but  the
similarities between the instruments are a very clear hint per se. This leads me to
another point: we are who we are and we play what we play because centuries ago
some people were moving from place to place and brought their culture with them.
That’s to say that tradition and culture are not meant only to be an old archeological
piece  stored in a glass box in a museum. It’s an actual asset supposed to be used
and lived, to be given a new life in the modern age, and in this regard I think that the
film music world is the perfect gate to let this happen. Of course, I tailor my work in
order to be palatable and useful for those who work with music and images, but I
confess that the true core of Silence+Other Sounds is discovery. 
The  Maleventum saga will  continue  with  other  chapters  (no  worries,  no  spoilers
here) , each one focused on different sounds and instruments from the roots of my
home-country (Italy) and beyond. I hope you’ll stay with me.

Well, I think it’s all. Time to make some music now, have fun!
Sincerely 

Giuseppe
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